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System Requirements
For the upgrade to be successful:
1. The .Net Runtime 4.7.2 is required on the server
2. The site (clinic or hospital) must be running on Zedmed Version 26.0 or later.
3. If the clinic is on V28 or prior and uses a Jayex kiosk or HotDoc, additional steps will need to be carried out post-upgrade, update the
CRS_App_Server.ini as shown below to switch on the Rest API:
[OfficeHIService]
RunRestService=Yes
Once the INI file is updated please restart the Zedmed Office HI service.
4. If the clinic is using MIMS, need to use MIMS January 2021 issue and above.

Release Summary
Version 33.8 Highlights
Allow retransmission of immunisations to AIR
1. Immunisations that have their dose or batch number updated are now included in the pending items to upload to AIR. Clicking on the
Transmit Pending to AIR button in the AIR module in Office will transmit the changes to AIR.
2. The AIR module in Office also now supports force-retransmitting an immunisation to AIR. Select which immunisations you would like to
resend, right click and select "Retransmit".
3. The AIR module in Office now supports multi-select. You can use CTRL+Left mouse button or SHIFT+Left mouse button to select
multiple immunisations to do operations on.
4. You can now right click on a immunisation in the patient's immunisation list in Clinical and switch between sending and not sending the
immunisation to AIR.

Enhancements and Bug Fixes
Component

Key

Release Notes

Batch Letter Writer

ZED-5446

Fixed the letter writer/editor so that it does
not open a blank letter when there is an
error, including SOAP error.

Batch Letter Writer

ZED-5454

Cancelled appointments are now hidden
from the Batch Letter Writer search results
by default.
Added a checkbox to show them (with date
/time struck out) if required.

Batch Letter Writer

ZED-1281

Fixed Access Violation when inserting an
Observation Graph in Batch Letter Writer.

Prescribing

ZED-5543

Fixed an issue where patient medication
sheets were printing with brand information
instead of active ingredient information.

Prescribing

ZED-5554

Editing branded drug recorded before the
start of Active Ingredient Prescribing now
correctly creates a new branded drug record
that conforms to Active Ingredient
Prescribing.

Clinical

ZED-5458

Fixed issue where recreating a recently
deleted Auto Text entry in Clinical failed
unless Clinical was restarted.

Immunisation

ZED-5464

Fixed issue where non-scheduled child
immunisations could not be modified due to
the doctor name missing from the doctor
field.

Patient Search

ZED-5578

Fixed issue when searching patients by D.O.
B in Clinical on typing the month 08 the
cursor does not move to the YYYY part of
the date.

Clinical

ZED-5583

Output PIT file that does not have actual
collected date no longer has an incorrect
date, the date field will be left empty/blank.

Referral Letter

ZED-5586

Fixed issue when adding the “Incoming
documents” merge field to a referral letter in
Clinical, it does not display a window to
allow you to select which document(s) will
be inserted.

Referral Letter

ZED-5658

Add health fund details to available merge
fields in Clinical's letter writer.

Office

ZED-2810

Appointment Report CSV output now has
the following details added: Added Health
Fund Name, Member Number, Name on
Card and Expiry Date.

Office

ZED-3231

Added Printer Setup functionality onto Fast
Reports preview.

Office

ZED-5119

Added last run date back to the ERA report
screen as in earlier versions. Note that it is
now global for the practice rather than
machine specific.

Office

ZED-5449

Fixed issue when moving Doctors Up/Down
in the Doctor Display Sequence window
they would sometimes get stuck and could
not be moved

Office

ZED-5452

Closing the patient details screen in Office
using any mechanism other than the Close
button (e.g. Find) will no longer erase
changes to the Notepad section.
Clicking in the Notepad screen will no longer
cause Office to prompt to discard changes
even if there are none.

Office

ZED-5459

Branch appointment confirmation text can
now correctly save the formatting of the text.

Office

ZED-5460

Fixed issue where SMS icons were
incorrectly displaying on non-patient
appointment slots

Office

ZED-5461

Fixed issue where patients who have been
attended past the time period configured for
"Long Wait" in Branch options are not
highlighted red in the waiting room.

Office

ZED-5466

Enhanced the Edit Archived Patients branch
option so that when it is enabled it also
allows for an appointment to be booked for
an archived patient

Office

ZED-5470

Fixed issue where inactive branches were
being incorrectly displayed when setting
unavailability for appointments

Office

ZED-5493

Clarified the wording in the message
displayed when an invoice is ineligible for
claiming via Medicare EasyClaim.

Office

ZED-5765

All requirements that a patient's title has to
match their gender have been removed.
The title field will now accept any characters
up to 4 letters in length.

Office

ZED-5773

Added ability to set a custom invoice footer,
replacing the remittance advice section on a
per branch basis. The New configuration
can be found in Branch Options, in the Edit
Texts menu.

Upgrader

ZED-5772

Fix issue where COVID and Flu
immunisation data may have the name
disappear after an update to Zedmed. No
data was lost, just a display issue.

Doctors App

ZED-5581

PIT format results embedded in an HL7 file
imported into Clinical now display as
expected in the Doctors App
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